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1 Introduction

This is a vignette for the subSeq package, which performs subsampling of
sequencing data to test the e↵ect of depth on your conclusions. When you use
a RNA-Seq di↵erential expression method, such as edgeR or DESeq2, you can
answer a couple of biological questions:

1. What genes are di↵erentially expressed?

2. What classes of genes show di↵erential expression?

However, what if we’re interested in questions of experimental design:
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1. Do I have enough reads to detect most of the biologically relevant di↵er-
ences?

2. If I run a similar experiment, should I run additional lanes, or can I
multiplex even more samples and work with fewer reads?

One way to help answer these questions is to pretend you have fewer reads
than you do, and to see how your results (the number of significant genes, your
estimates of their e↵ects, and so on) change. If you can achieve the same results
with just 10% of your reads, it indicates that (when using your particular anal-
ysis method to answer your particular question) the remaining 90% of the reads
added very little. In turn, if your conclusions changed considerably between
80% and 100% of your reads, it is likely they would change more if you added
additional reads.

subSeq is also designed to work with any analysis method you want, as
long as it takes as input a matrix of count data per gene. edgeR, DESeq2, voom
and DEXSeq are provided as default examples, but if you prefer to use a di↵erent
package, to use these packages with a di↵erent set of options, or even to use your
own method, it is very easy to do so and still take advantage of this package’s
subsampling methods. See Writing Your Own Analysis Method for more.

2 Quick Start Guide

We demonstrate the use of this method on a subset of the Hammer et al 2010
dataset [5]. This dataset (as provided by the ReCount database [4]), comes built
in to the subSeq package:

library(subSeq)

data(hammer)

Alternatively we could have downloaded the RNA-Seq counts directly from
the ReCount database:

load(url("http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/recount/ExpressionSets/hammer_eset.RData"))

hammer = hammer.eset

We then filter such that no genes had fewer than 5 reads:

hammer.counts = hammer@assayData$exprs[, 1:4]

hammer.design = hammer@phenoData@data[1:4, ]

hammer.counts = hammer.counts[rowSums(hammer.counts) >=

5, ]

First we should decide which proportions to use. In general, it’s a good idea
to pick subsamplings on a logarithmic scale, since there tends to be a rapid
increase in power for low read depths that then slows down for higher read
depths.
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proportions = 10^seq(-2, 0, 1)

proportions

## [1] 0.01 0.10 1.00

The more proportions you use for subsampling, the greater your resolution
and the better your understanding of the trend. However, it will also take longer
to run. We give these proportions, along with the matrix and the design, to the
subsample function, which performs the subsampling:

subsamples = subsample(hammer.counts, proportions,

method = c("edgeR", "voomLimma"), treatment = hammer.design$protocol)

In this command, we are giving it a count matrix (hammer.counts), a vec-
tor of proportions to sample, and a vector describing the treatment design
(hammer.design$protocol), and telling it to try two methods (edgeR and
voom/limma) and report the results of each. (If there are a large number of
proportions, this step may take a few minutes, and you can view a progress bar
of the output by using the progress=TRUE argument).

2.1 The subsamples object

The subsample function returns a subsamples object. This also inherits the
data.table class, as it is a table with one row for each gene, in each subsample,
with each method :

options(width = 40)

subsamples

## coefficient pvalue

## 1: 0.0000 1.000000

## 2: 0.0000 1.000000

## 3: 0.0000 1.000000

## 4: 2.3154 1.000000

## 5: 0.0000 1.000000

## ---

## 90122: -0.4908 0.010547

## 90123: 0.9884 0.126636

## 90124: 2.7153 0.002539

## 90125: -1.0074 0.103296

## 90126: -0.5339 0.012900

## ID count

## 1: ENSRNOG00000000001 0

## 2: ENSRNOG00000000007 0

## 3: ENSRNOG00000000008 0

## 4: ENSRNOG00000000010 1
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## 5: ENSRNOG00000000012 0

## ---

## 90122: ENSRNOG00000043503 1404

## 90123: ENSRNOG00000043504 17

## 90124: ENSRNOG00000043507 6

## 90125: ENSRNOG00000043512 12

## 90126: ENSRNOG00000043513 430

## depth method proportion

## 1: 198911 edgeR 0.01

## 2: 198911 edgeR 0.01

## 3: 198911 edgeR 0.01

## 4: 198911 edgeR 0.01

## 5: 198911 edgeR 0.01

## ---

## 90122: 19862441 voomLimma 1.00

## 90123: 19862441 voomLimma 1.00

## 90124: 19862441 voomLimma 1.00

## 90125: 19862441 voomLimma 1.00

## 90126: 19862441 voomLimma 1.00

## replication qvalue

## 1: 1 1.000000

## 2: 1 1.000000

## 3: 1 1.000000

## 4: 1 1.000000

## 5: 1 1.000000

## ---

## 90122: 1 0.009464

## 90123: 1 0.065720

## 90124: 1 0.003241

## 90125: 1 0.056128

## 90126: 1 0.011053

The fields it contains are:

• coefficient: The estimated e↵ect size at each gene. For di↵erential
expression between two conditions, this is the log2 fold-change.

• pvalue: The p-value estimated by the method

• ID: The ID of the gene, normally provided by the rownames of the count
matrix

• count: The number of reads for this particular gene at this depth

• depth: The total depth (across all reads) at this level of sampling

• replication: Which subsampling replication (in this subsampling run,
only one replicate was performed; use the replications argument to
subsample to perform multiple replications)
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• method: The name of the di↵erential expression method used

• qvalue: A q-value estimated from the p-value distribution using the
qvalue package. If you consider all genes with a q-value below q as can-
didates, you expect to achieve a false discovery rate of q.

2.2 Summarizing Output by Depth

This object gives the di↵erential analysis results per gene, but we are prob-
ably more interested in the results per sampling depth: to see how the overall
conclusions change at lower read depths. Performing summary on the subsam-
plings object shows this:

subsamples.summary = summary(subsamples)

subsamples.summary

## depth proportion method

## 1: 198911 0.01 edgeR

## 2: 1984714 0.10 edgeR

## 3: 19862441 1.00 edgeR

## 4: 198911 0.01 voomLimma

## 5: 1984714 0.10 voomLimma

## 6: 19862441 1.00 voomLimma

## replication significant pearson

## 1: 1 197 0.3220

## 2: 1 2423 0.6420

## 3: 1 8363 1.0000

## 4: 1 0 0.3790

## 5: 1 1399 0.7095

## 6: 1 8614 1.0000

## spearman MSE estFDP rFDP

## 1: 0.3844 2.4170 0.005398 0.005076

## 2: 0.7141 1.0436 0.010622 0.010730

## 3: 1.0000 0.0000 0.051042 0.000000

## 4: 0.3956 1.0996 0.000000 0.000000

## 5: 0.7225 0.5377 0.013729 0.016440

## 6: 1.0000 0.0000 0.050391 0.000000

## percent

## 1: 0.02344

## 2: 0.28662

## 3: 1.00000

## 4: 0.00000

## 5: 0.15974

## 6: 1.00000

As one example: the first row of this summary table indicates that at a read
depth of 198911, edgeR found 197 genes significant (at an FDR of .05), and
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that its fold change estimates had a 0.3844 Spearman correlation and a 0.322
Pearson correlation with the full experiment.

Note that di↵erent methods are compared on the same subsampled matrix
for each depth. That is, at depth 198911, results from edgeR are being compared
to results from voomLimma on the same matrix.

2.2.1 Estimating False Discovery Proportion

One question that subSeq can answer is whether decreasing your read depth
ever introduces false positives. This would be a worrisome sign, as it suggests
that increasing your read depth even more might prove that you are finding
many false positives. subSeq has two ways of estimating the false discovery
proportion at each depth, each of which requires choosing an FDR threshold to
control for (default 5%):

• eFDP: The estimated false discovery proportion at each depth when con-
trolling for FDR. This is found by calculating the local false discovery rate
of each gene in the oracle, (which we will call the ”oracle lFDR”), then
finding the mean oracle lFDR of the genes found significant at each depth.
This is e↵ectively using the best information available (the full, oracle ex-
periment) to estimate how successful your FDR control is at each depth.
This estimate will converge to the desired FDR threshold (e.g. 5%) at the
full depth.

• rFDP: the ”relative” false discovery proportion at each depth, where a rel-
ative false discovery is defined as a gene found significant at a subsampled
depth that was not found significant at the full depth. This estimate will
converge to 0% at the full depth.

Generally, we recommend the eFDP over the rFDP (and the eFDP is the default
metric plotted), as a) it is a less noisy estimate, b) It converges to 5% rather
than dropping back down to 0, and c) it takes into account how unlikely each
hypothesis appeared to be in the oracle, rather than simply the binary question
of whether it fell above a threshold. We report the rFDP only because it a
simpler metric that does not require the estimation of local FDR.

In either case, it is important to note that the full experiment is not per-
fect and has false positives and negatives of its own, so these metrics should
not be viewed as an absolute false discovery rate (i.e., ”proof” that an exper-
iment is correct). Instead, they examine whether decreasing read depth tends
to introduce false results.

3 Plotting

The best way to understand your subsampling results intuitively is to plot
them. You can do this by plotting the summary object (not the original subsam-
ples). plot(subsamples.summary) creates Figure 1, which plots some useful
metrics of quality by read depth.
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Figure 1: The default output of plot(subsamples.summary). This shows four
plots: (i) The number of significant genes found significant at each depth; (ii)
the estimated false discovery at this depth, calculated as the average oracle local
FDR of the genes found significant at this depth; (iii) The Spearman correlation
of estimates at each depth with the estimates at the full experiment; (iv) the
mean-squared error of the estimates at each depth with the estimates at the full
experiment.
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Creating your own plot by read depth from the summary object is easy using
ggplot2. For instance, if you would like to plot the percentage of oracle (full
experiment) genes that were found significant at each depth, you could do:

library(ggplot2)

ggplot(subsamples.summary, aes(x = depth,

y = percent, col = method)) + geom_line()
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If you’d like to focus on the Pearson correlations of the estimates, you could
do:

ggplot(subsamples.summary, aes(x = depth,

y = pearson, col = method)) + geom_line()
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4 Writing Your Own Analysis Method

There are five methods of RNA-Seq di↵erential expression analysis built in
to subSeq:

• edgeR Uses edgeR’s exact negative binomial test to compare two condi-
tions [8]

• edgeR.glm Uses edgeR’s generalized linear model, which allows fitting a
continuous variable and including covariates.

• voomLimma Uses voom from the edgeR package to normalize the data, then
apply’s limma’s linear model with empirical Bayesian shrinkage [6].

• DESeq2 Applies the negative binomial Wald test from the DESeq2 package
[1]. DESeq2 is notable for including shrinkage on the parameters.

• DEXSeq Uses a negative binomial generalized linear model to look for di↵er-
ential exon usage in mapped exon data (see Subsampling with Alternative
Exon Usage) [2].

These handlers are provided so you can perform subSeq analyses ”out-of-the-
box”. However, it is very likely that your RNA-Seq analysis does not fit into one
of these methods! It may use di↵erent published software, include options you
need to set manually, or it could be a method you wrote yourself. No problem:
all you need to do is write a function, called a handler, that takes in a count
matrix and any additional options, then performs your analysis and returns the
result as a data.frame.
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Start by writing up the code you would use to analyze a count matrix to
produce (i) coe�cients (such as the log fold-change) and (ii) p-values. But put
your code inside a function, and have the function take as its first argument
the (possibly subsampled) count matrix, and return the results as a two-column
data.frame with one row per gene (in the same order as the matrix):

myMethod = function(count.matrix, treatment) {

# calculate your coefficients based on the input count matrix

coefficients = <some code>

# calculate your p-values

pvalues = <some more code>

# return them as a data.frame

return(data.frame(coefficient=coefficients, pvalue=pvalues))

}

Your function can be as long or complicated as you want, as long as its first
argument is a count.matrix and it returns a data frame with coefficient and
pvalue columns.

Now that you’ve defined this function, you can pass its name to subsample

just like you would one of the built-in ones:

subsamples = subsample(hammer.counts, proportions,

method = c("edgeR", "DESeq2", "myMethod"),

treatment = hammer.design$protocol)

4.1 Advanced Uses of Handlers

Your handler can do more than take these two arguments and calculate a
p-value:

• Your handler can return more columns than a coe�cient and p-value (for
example, you can return a column of dispersion estimates, confidence in-
terval boundaries, or anything else on which you would like to examine
the e↵ect of depth). These columns will be included in the output.

If you provide multiple methods, including one that returns an extra
columns and one that doesn’t, the column will be filled with NA for the
method that doesn’t provide the column.

• Your handler can take more arguments than just a count matrix and
treatment vector. Any arguments passed at the end of the ‘subsample‘
function will be passed on to it. However, you cannot use multiple methods
where some take extra arguments and some do not. Instead, perform them
separately (using the same seed; see Reproducing or Adding to a Previous
Run) and then use combineSubsamples.
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• Your handler does not necessarily have to return one row per gene. For
example, you could have a handler that performs gene set enrichment
analysis (GSEA) on your data, which then returns one gene set per row. If
so, it must return an additional column: ID (those were otherwise acquired
from the rownames of the count matrix). Note that count column (noting
the read depth per gene) will become NA unless it is provided by the
handler function.

5 Reproducing or Adding to a Previous Run

If you have a subsamples or subsample summary object that either you or
someone else ran, you might be interested in working with the original data
further. For example:

• You may want to perform additional methods, and be able to compare
them directly to the original

• You may want to sample additional depths, and combine them together

• You may have noticed a strange discrepancy in one of the results, and
want to further examine the count matrix at that specific depth

All of these are possible, as subSeq stores the random seed used for the run
in the results.

5.1 Adding Methods or Depths

If you already have some methods performed (as we do in subsamples), we
may want to add additional methods. For example you might want to analyze
the same depths with the edgeR.glm method. To do this, use the getSeed

function to retrieve the random seed from the subsamples results, and then
provide that seed to the subsample function:

seed = getSeed(subsamples)

subsamples.more = subsample(hammer.counts,

proportions, method = c("edgeR.glm"),

mm = model.matrix(~hammer.design$protocol),

seed = seed)

After that, you can combine the two objects using combineSubsamples:

subsamples.combined = combineSubsamples(subsamples,

subsamples.more)

plot(summary(subsamples.combined))
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5.2 Examining a Matrix More Closely

Say that after your analysis, you are surprised that a particular method
performed how it did at a particular depth, and you wish to examine that
depth further.

You can also use the seed to retrieve the precise matrix used. For instance,
if we want to find the matrix used for the .1 proportion subsampling:

submatrix = generateSubsampledMatrix(hammer.counts,

0.1, seed = seed)

dim(submatrix)

## [1] 15021 4

sum(submatrix)

## [1] 1984714
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6 Subsampling with Alternative Exon Usage

If you have count data on per-exon usage, you can also test the e↵ect of depth
on methods such as DEXSeq for detecting di↵erential expression. DEXSeq
comes as a built-in handler for subSeq, though it would be equally easy to write
a handler for other methods that take count matrices (such as SplicingCompass
[3] or Solas [7]).

An example is shown below with the Pasilla data, which is the example
described in the DEXSeq documentation.1

data("pasillaExons", package = "pasilla")

exon.counts = pasillaExons@assayData$counts

design = pasillaExons@phenoData@data[c("condition",

"type")]

geneIDs = pasillaExons@featureData@data$geneID

exonIDs = pasillaExons@featureData@data$exonID

subsamples.exon = subsample(exon.counts,

proportions, method = "DEXSeq", design = design,

geneIDs = geneIDs, exonIDs = exonIDs)

Note that requires extra arguments- namely a vector of gene IDs and exon
IDs- and returns extra columns, such as the dispersion, that are produced by
DEXSeq.

head(subsamples.exon[proportion == 1])

## groupID featureID exonBaseMean

## 1: FBgn0000256 E001 64.0000

## 2: FBgn0000256 E002 110.2857

## 3: FBgn0000256 E003 345.2857

## 4: FBgn0000256 E004 265.4286

## 5: FBgn0000256 E005 62.7143

## 6: FBgn0000256 E006 0.8571

## dispersion stat pvalue padj

## 1: 0.012733 0.001214 0.9722 0.9928

## 2: 0.004634 1.885788 0.1697 0.8115

## 3: 0.008184 0.046982 0.8284 0.9913

## 4: 0.008538 0.211480 0.6456 0.9717

## 5: 0.037990 0.036997 0.8475 0.9913

## 6: 0.045184 0.010948 0.9167 0.9928

## treated untreated coefficient

## 1: 57.6473 59.4086 0.04342

## 2: 107.2101 99.9246 -0.10153

1
This requires installing the pasilla package from Bioconductor; for example with

source("http://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R"); biocLite("pasilla")
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## 3: 309.0179 327.9967 0.08599

## 4: 235.3349 256.5613 0.12459

## 5: 60.6299 58.6644 -0.04754

## 6: 0.7239 0.8516 0.23434

## genomicData countData.treated1fb

## 1: <GRanges> 92

## 2: <GRanges> 124

## 3: <GRanges> 340

## 4: <GRanges> 250

## 5: <GRanges> 96

## 6: <GRanges> 1

## countData.treated2fb

## 1: 28

## 2: 80

## 3: 241

## 4: 189

## 5: 38

## 6: 0

## countData.treated3fb

## 1: 43

## 2: 91

## 3: 262

## 4: 201

## 5: 39

## 6: 1

## countData.untreated1fb

## 1: 54

## 2: 76

## 3: 347

## 4: 219

## 5: 71

## 6: 0

## countData.untreated2fb

## 1: 131

## 2: 224

## 3: 670

## 4: 507

## 5: 76

## 6: 2

## countData.untreated3fb

## 1: 51

## 2: 82

## 3: 260

## 4: 242

## 5: 57
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## 6: 0

## countData.untreated4fb

## 1: 49

## 2: 95

## 3: 297

## 4: 250

## 5: 62

## 6: 2

## ID count depth method

## 1: FBgn0000256:E001 448 428039 DEXSeq

## 2: FBgn0000256:E002 772 428039 DEXSeq

## 3: FBgn0000256:E003 2417 428039 DEXSeq

## 4: FBgn0000256:E004 1858 428039 DEXSeq

## 5: FBgn0000256:E005 439 428039 DEXSeq

## 6: FBgn0000256:E006 6 428039 DEXSeq

## proportion replication qvalue

## 1: 1 1 0.9928

## 2: 1 1 0.8115

## 3: 1 1 0.9913

## 4: 1 1 0.9717

## 5: 1 1 0.9913

## 6: 1 1 0.9928

7 Note on Subsampling

subSeq performs read subsampling using a random draw from a binomial
distribution. Specifically, for a subsampling proportion pk, each value m,n in
the subsampled matrix Y (k) is generated as:

Y (k)
m,n ⇠ Binom(Xm,n, pk)

This is equivalent to allowing each original mapped read to have probability
pk of being included in the new counts, as done, for example, by the Picard
DownsampleSam function [9].

A computationally intensive alternative is to sample the reads before they
are mapped, then to perform mapping on the sampled data. When the mapping
is done independently and deterministically for each read, as it is e.g. in Bowtie,
this is mathematically identical to subsampling the aligned reads or counts, since
the inclusion of one read does not a↵ect the mapping of any other. This applies
to methods such as Bar-Seq and Tn-Seq, or for RNA-Seq in organisms with no or
very few introns (e.g. bacteria or yeast). Note that some spliced read mappers,
such as TopHat, do not perform all their mappings entirely independently, since
unspliced mappings are first used to determine exonic regions before searching
for spliced reads. However, those methods are (not coincidentally) among the
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most computationally intensive mappers in terms of running time and memory
usage, giving subSeq an especially large advantage.

Several other papers that perform subsampling have made the assumption of
independence implicitly, but if you are unsure, it may be useful to subsample the
original fastq file, then perform the read mapping on each sample individually,
and compare the subsampled counts to those from subSeq to check that this
approximation is reasonable for your data.
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